**SAMPLEPAD**

**MULTI-PAD SAMPLE INSTRUMENT**

Customize your drum or percussion setup by adding your own unique sounds.

The SamplePad is a compact four-pad instrument that gives you access to a limitless palette of sounds. With 25 percussion and electronic drum sounds built in, and the ability to load any additional sounds via SD, you can assign anything you want to the SamplePad’s great-feeling pads. There’s also an external trigger input for a pad or switch pedal, making it easy to expand your setup.

**FEATURES**

- Add any sound sample to your drum or percussion setup via standard SD card*
- Built-in library of the 25 most-commonly requested percussion and electronic drum sounds
- Bright blue backlit display and intuitive interface for easy operation in any amount of light
- Four velocity-sensitive pads and a selectable input for a trigger or switch pedal
- Save your favorite sound combinations for easy recall
- Compact size integrates easily into any drum or percussion setup
- Fits on a snare stand, sits tabletop, or mounts on any stand or rack*
- Tune and add reverb to your sounds, then assign them to any of the four pads or the kick input
- MIDI output for use as a controller for triggering sound modules and software

*SD cards and Alesis Module Mount both sold separately. All information is preliminary and subject to change.

**FITS ANYWHERE**

Great for drumsets, percussion rigs, or any multi-instrument setup.

**EASY OPERATION**

Bright, easy-to-use interface makes it effortless to edit and assign sounds.

**LOAD YOUR OWN SOUNDS**

Load virtually any sound and assign it to any pad or to the kick trigger.